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About This Game

Survive the ancient temples of Zuma, the critically acclaimed action-puzzler from PopCap! Deep in the jungle lie hidden
temples bursting with traps and trickery, and it's up to you to uncover their treasures. Fire magical balls from your stone frog

idol to make matches of three or more and clear the deadly chain before it reaches the golden skull.

Explore all the temples — if you're good, you’ll rack up huge combos and special bonuses that'll help you on your way. But
think fast and aim smart, or you'll be history in this action-packed puzzle challenge!

Key Features

3D accelerated graphics and effects.

Stunning sounds and tribal tunes.

Explore the Adventure mode and test your skills in Gauntlet mode.

Over 20 temples to explore!
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PopCap Games, Inc.
Publisher:
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Great puzzle game, with great music, I would absolutely recommend it.
Although, with only 63 levels, it can has a short lifetime, and I recommend getting this game on sale, on in a bundle.. Not gonna
give it a Negative. But i could. Fun for a bit. Really fun if you just love winning simplton games. No real depth. Not hard to
dominate at all. Confusing to start once over the curve you will win easily everytime. Wont play again unless it is updated or
multiplayer. Worth 8$, ONLY if you like the sound of my review.. "Deep Ones" is not a game for everyone. Heck, it's not even
an especially *good* game. But, I believe that's the point. This is love letter to the clunky platformers produced by Apogee and
id that once dominated PC gaming. "Deep Ones" is a strange throwback to the best of the mediocre games for DOS, Mac-OS,
Windows and Linux. It's a nostalgia bomb for "The Oregon Trail Generation." And in that capacity, it excels.. an absolutely
wonderful game about what happens when a group of witches try to have a tea party together.. The game is fun, as you just
simply plan on where you would build the towers and watch the enemies get taken down by towers before they reach for the
core, which is the point of it being an tower defense game itself.

My favorite thing about the game is the endless mode, where you just upgrade to stronger towers, so once you run out of hit
points and can't make it any further, then you get lots of research points to spend on permanent upgrades.

And the campaign mode is where you get stars from completing the missions, so they get harder as you go, requiring you to
upgrade as much as you can to make the most out of it.

Overall, this game is fairly decent and I would recommend this game if you like tower defense games.
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That is an amazing DLC! The most important part is the riot shield and bouncing grenades off it. Also, they've added co-op
mode, which is....Well... Awesome!. I loved Serafina's Crown so much that as soon as I was done with it, I went online to the
developer's webpage and bought the preceding story the same night.

I have over a dozen story\/novel game titles in my Steam library, both visual and non, and half of them are garbage. But I keep
trying because eventually I find titles like this that make it worthwhile.

What made this title standout for me? In this particular case, I couldn't find a character in the story that I did not like. Even the
most unlikable one had a certain malevolent charm. With many stories I find I'm barely moved by the protagonist, let alone the
supporting characters. In this story, I was so interested in the supporting characters I felt I had to get the original story
immediately. Also, the voice acting for the whole lot of them was impressive even when compared to mainstream expensive
titles. They seemed so energetic and invested, it made it much more fun.

This is primarily why I recommend this game. I feel there is a good chance other visual novel fans will really like these
characters as well. Additionally, the storyline itself is very enjoyable, the political\/debate system intriguing, and the visuals
engaging.

A couple cautions. First, not all text is voiced, mainly just the major parts of the storyline. I purchased the title without
expecting the voices so it was just a bonus for me. Second, it can be more difficult to win the debate mini-game if you don't
focus on one character\/house to support. Call me neutral or wishy-washy, but I kept spreading my points around even when it
meant losing some debates. Still, I got the ending I was hoping for, so I'm not complaining.. Like Where's Waldo combined with
Indiana Jones games, Nightshift code is a fun causal game.. where the trailer ? can't find it ..
. I am fairly dissapointed. Even though the game seems pretty complex, many of its mechanics don't work very well. For
example, I tried to conquer some pagan tribes in the Eastern Europe, sent my armies there, but as I declared war on them, after
some bigger battles, which they lost, they just kept trying to fight me with diminishing number of forces and even though I
crushed them repeatedly, couldn't really defeat them. On top of that, they kept "spamming" peace negotiation proposals every
few seconds and, as I was a vassal to the "German king" (I know there wasn't such a title in this era), he just kept accepting the
proposals and all my sieges were repeatedly broken, even though they had 10 troops left against my armies of thousands. The
funny thing is that in that situation, I could decline the peace proposal, but, only if I was FASTER than the German king when
clicking on the popup - and then the siege wouldn't be interrupted!

So in the end, every few seconds I got a popup for a battle, a popup of the pagans offering to cease hostilities (which I had to
click really fast or risk the German king accepting it) and several random popups for various events. Add to that the fact that
armies have something called "attrition", which means that a number of your troops diminishes over time, depending on various
factors - which sounds great and complex and all, but combined with the situation mentioned above, it's just... stupid. I could
have probably solved that by picking a different faction, but it's still pretty lame.

No, this is definitely not complexity, more like poor game design.. I really like this game. true it doesn't feel finished but i still
really like it. it isn't that expensive either. i hope the devs finish the game. its a survival game in space there are no jumpscares. i
find it relaxing combing through a ship or station looking for resources. there is a lot to do you have to like the grind build your
base to ridiculous proportions find reserch points to level up skills. and i found an easy solution for the lock problem you have to
look at them from the side the rings are in a cone shape formation. oh and don.t have to many items in physical inventory or the
game starts to lag (i only had promblems after i had over 100+ items in physical inventory). still i can handle te bugs but i do
hope the game wil get a polishing soon.. I've been looking out for a trivia game to play with friends that is 'modern' and has
multiple category themes....and then I realized there were no themes as of yet. Feelin' a little cheated. Nonetheless, I did dabble
with the 'Normal Play' - which I did terribly at and 'Guess The Sound' (Which I did alright at.) Look forward to the music and
entertainment categories. :D. this game needs to be worked on bugs everywhere and terrible english
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